
Penn Wood Walk 

Penn Wood is a large area of mixed woodland next to Penn Street Village, which 

has an area of grassland common and cricket pitch.  There is car parking but no 

other facilities.

There is a 1km linear path which runs through the 

wood and a 360m circular Easy Access Trail.  For 

those wanting to explore there are many natural 

“challenging” paths.  The wood is mainly flat with 

gentle slopes. Gates allow mobility vehicles to pass 

on surfaced trails but gates on other paths are not 

accessible.  The map shows routes with information 

about surfacing, slopes and gates to help you to 

decide if they are suitable for you.

Open from 8am until dusk.

Refreshments from The Squirrel or Hit or Miss 

pubs in the village at lunchtimes and evenings. Toilets 

(not adapted but with no steps) at the Hit or Miss pub 

for customers.

Dogs are welcome but must be kept under 

control.

The Estate is managed by The Woodland 

Trust.  Call 01476 581111 for more information 

about the wood or to report any problems. 

www.woodland-trust.org.uk

There is another path suitable for people with 

impaired mobility 1.5 miles away in Common 

Wood. Further details available below.

How to get there

Penn Street is signposted off 

the A404 between High 

Wycombe and Amersham.

Buses between High Wycombe 

and Amersham stop at Penn 

Street. Call 0870 6082608 for 

details.

Walks likely to be suitable for people with impaired mobility 

and users of wheelchairs, mobility scooters and pushchairs  

Visitor Informationi
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i Path Information

This leaflet is one of a series of walks in the Chilterns 
area suitable for people who are less mobile. 

 to download 
other walks or call 

 
www.chilternsaonb.org/accesswalks/

01844 355504.
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Key to symbols

Path surfaces

Tarmac road, can be used but 
beware of vehicles

Easy Access Trail. Quite smooth 
hard path

Hard, slightly bumpy path with 
occasional loose stones up to     
40 mm.  Slightly uneven with 
puddles after rain

Natural earth path.  Firm but 
bumpy.  Uneven with puddles/mud 
after rain.  Some tree roots or 
loose stones up to 40 mm

Other paths - likely to be unsuitable 
for people who are less mobile - no 
information about slopes or surfacing 
provided
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